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Abstract

Inappropriate policy is only one reason that applications reimplement kernel functionality. Kernel functionality is often unavailable to applications. For example,
the kernel uses ecient synchronization primitives based
on fast test and set instructions, which are not available
to applications [AT&T]. Modern le systems use logging
to provide improved performance and fast recovery, but
these logging mechanisms are not available for application
use [CHANG90, CHUT92, KAZAR90, VXFS].
Today's applications are unable to realize the potential
of today's hardware [OUST90]. Database management
systems are the classic example of competition between
applications and the operating systems [STON81]. However, they are only one example; real-time systems, highspeed networking applications, distributed applications,
and embedded systems all face similar problems. We call
these applications resource intensive, as they place heavy
demands on the allocation of resources, by virtue of the
size of the resources (e.g. images and video) or the timing requirements of the resources (e.g. audio-video synchronization and quality of services guarantees). Today's
systems address these problems with piecemeal solutions.
The VINO kernel focuses on three key ideas:
 Applications direct policy: the kernel controls allocation of resources, but leaves the management of those
resources to applications. For example, the kernel is
responsible for determining the allocation of physical
page frames to processes, but each process then determines which virtual memory pages will be mapped
into physical memory.
 Kernel as a set of reusable tools: rather than hide
kernel mechanisms from applications, they are exported for application reuse. Many lesystems use a
database-style logging of metadata operations to improve performance and simplify recovery; many applications do as well. Normally, an application needs
to reimplement the logging facility in user space. In
VINO, this facility is available for application use.

Current operating systems are designed to provide leastcommon-denominator service to a variety of applications.
They export few internal kernel facilities, and those which
are exported have irregular interfaces. As a result, resource intensive applications such as database management systems and multimedia applications, are often
poorly served by the operating system. These applications often go to great lengths to bypass normal kernel
mechanisms to achieve acceptable performance.
We describe a new kernel architecture, the VINO kernel, which addresses the limitations of conventional operating systems. The VINO design is driven by three principles:
 Application Directed Policy: the operating system
provides a collection of mechanisms, but applications
dictate the policies applied to those mechanisms.


Kernel as Toolbox: applications can reuse the kernel's



Universal Resource Access: all resources are accessed

primitives.

through a single, common interface.
VINO's power and exibility make it an ideal platform
for research in operating systems and resource intensive
applications.

1 Introduction
Conventional operating systems provide a xed interface
with a prede ned set of policies implementing that interface. The policies provided are the least common denominator of those required by applications. When the policy
provided by the operating system is inappropriate for a
particular application, there are two alternatives: leave
the application to su er with an inappropriate policy or
reimplement the kernel mechanism in user space. The
rst approach leads to degraded performance; the second
leads to redundant implementations and competition for
resources between the operating system and the application.
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All resources share a common, extensible interface:

to simplify reuse of kernel services, we support a simple hierarchical type model for resources; any facility
that works with a general resource will work with a

These resource-speci c implementations are modules
that are dynamically installed in the kernel. We install
this code in the kernel because the cost of frequent crossdomain calls is too high, especially on performance-critical
paths such as when policy decisions are made [BERS89].
Unlike other extensible systems, we have not undertaken the task of de ning a new typesafe language
[BERS94, ENGL94, LISK93]. It is outside the scope of
our project to specify, implement,and support a new language, and widespread acceptance of new languages in
the community, irrespective of their elegance and power,
is very low. Extensions to VINO are written in C or C++.
Techniques to ensure the safety of object code are wellknown. Each module is assigned a range of memory for its
code and data segments. Instructions are inserted into the
code to perform a base-and-bounds check on each memory
reference. This type of check detects faults in code; an
alternative technique, sandboxing [WAHBE93], masks and
prevents faults, with an overhead lower than that of baseand-bounds checking.
Our plan is to a trusted compiler that generates code
with either bounds checking or sandboxing to ensure code
safety. Code generated by our compiler will be marked
with a ngerprint [RABIN81] (a type of digital signature).
A ngerprint is computationally infeasible to forge; it ensures (with a very high degree of certainty) that all code
installed in the kernel comes from our trusted compiler.
Our compiler, based on compiler back-end work underway at Harvard, ensures that code grafted onto the operating system does not read or write outside its bounds,
includes no instructions that mask interrupts, and does
not modify itself.
Even with these assurances, user-installed code may not
terminate in a timely fashion. The VINO kernel supports
limited multithreading, and grafted code can be descheduled by timing out. The grafted code may be ill-behaved
and never return to the application, but only the application itself su ers; no other process is prevented from
making progress.
We must also guard against grafted code obtaining a
critical system lock and not releasing it in a reasonable
amount of time. To handle this, we attach a time-out
to critical locks, and kill a process that does not release
the lock before the time-out. Each piece of grafted code
runs in the context of a lightweight transaction that keeps
track of its allocated resources. If the process is aborted,
the corresponding transaction is aborted, and the system
is returned to a consistent state.
Unlike the external servers of Mach [ACET86], grafting
allows small, incremental changes in kernel functionality.
If the page eviction strategy of the system is inappropriate, it can be replaced without writing a new external
pager [MCNAM90].

more speci c one. A locking subsystem, written to
work with the generic resource type, will work with
any resource, be it a le, VM page, or serial port.
The VINO architecture consists of an inner kernel and
a set of application resources. The inner kernel can not be
modi ed by application code, but a process can override
the behavior of its application resources. The inner kernel controls allocation and security decisions { it mediates
requests for shared resources, and ensures that a process
does not illegally gain access to resources.

2 Resource Types
Each VINO resource is described by its resource type.
The resource type de nition includes operations (function
members, message handlers) and properties (data members, slots). A resource type includes a default implementation for each operation (a piece of code that is run when
the operation is invoked).
The standard set of resource types include resources
such as les, directories, threads, transactions, physical
memory pages, virtual memory pages, and queues.
Resource types are arranged in a hierarchy. A subtype
inherits the interface of its supertype, and can reuse or
override its supertype's implementation. The subtype can
add new operations and properties, extending its supertype's interface. It can not remove properties or operations from the inherited interface. For example, a QuickTimeFile resource type is de ned in terms of the VideoFile
resource type (which is de ned in terms of the File resource type). It has the same basic interface, but includes
di erent implementations for the encode and decode operations.
A new resource type is added to VINO by compiling
it into the kernel. If the new resource type has the same
interface as its supertype, or the new interface does not
need to be called from existing kernel code, the new type
can be added to the kernel dynamically, as new device
drivers can be linked into Unix1 on-the- y. If the new
interface needs to be called from existing kernel code, the
kernel will need to be relinked.

3 Grafting
Application control of policy is accomplished by overriding the default implementation for an operation on a resource. In VINO, this is called grafting a new implementation into the kernel. For example, the PageTable resource
allocated to a process uses an LRU algorithm for its eviction strategy. If an application wants to use a di erent
algorithm, it grafts its own implementation for the Evict
operation onto the PageTable resource for the process.
1

Unix is a trademark of X/Open.
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4 Resource Managers and Names

bu ered display needs to be scheduled thirty-two times
a second and have physical memory large enough to hold
two copies of the displayed image. A query processor can
tune its join algorithm to the amount of physical memory
available for its use, if it can assume that the memory,
once allocated, will not be taken away. Such applications can make hard resource requests, where no less than
the minimum requested resources will be allocated, and
once allocated, they will not be preempted. If a new hard
request will exceed the physical resources of the system,
VINO will not grant the request. A hard request can be
thought of as application-speci ed entrance criteria; if the
resource can not be allocated, the application can choose
to not proceed. In order to ensure fairness of allocation,
an application must be privileged in order to make hard
requests. Applications with less stringent requirements
make soft requests, specifying a preferred minimum resource allocation. If the sum of the soft requests exceeds
the system resources, VINO will arbitrate between the
requesters, sharing the resources available.

A name service maps a name to a (resource manager,
storage-id) pair. The resource manager can then be asked
to map the storage-id to a le resource. A le resource
implements the expected read, write, and seek interface.
Because the name service is decoupled from the storage
system, we can put les next to each other in the namespace that are stored in di erent places. For example, in
/home/chris you nd the entries time, vino-arch.tex,
and to-do. The rst is be handled by a time resource
manager; when read, it responds with the current time.
The second is a \regular" le, stored in a local lesystem. The third, when read, sends a query to the calendar
database, and return the contents of the reader's to-do
list.
This facility is similar to one o ered by Plan 9
[PRES90], although because VINO separates name management from storage management, it gains the exibility
of allowing services to be located in the namespace where
it makes most sense to the user. We also stray from the
idea of using the lesystem namespace as the single unifying abstraction; not all resources can be easily modeled
as les, or need to be present in the le namespace.
A resource manager is an instance of the resource type
manager. A manager provides operations to create and
delete entries, and control access to its stored data. It also
implements the management of the underlying storage
(read and write operations) for its les. Subtypes of manager include one implementing an FFS-style [MCKU84]
le system, a journaling le system, an NFS le system,
and a memory-based le system. De ning another subtype of manager (e.g. one that handles FTP requests) is
straightforward.
Local disk storage is controlled by a volume manager
which owns the physical disk; other storage managers request cylinders and tracks from it. By using a volume
manager we are able to dynamically partition the amount
of space allocated to di erent managers.
Stackable or layered le systems are implemented by
building on top of an existing resource manager. If an
encrypted le system is needed, a new manager is created
with read and write operations that encrypt and decrypt
data, and then delegate storage to an already existing
resource manager.

6 Kernel Tools
Operating systems are built around synchronization,
transactions, recovery, and resource sharing. The code
that implements this functionality is rarely exported to
user applications. The VINO design is based on the idea
that kernel tools should be exported to and used by applications.

6.1 Synchronization Primitives

The operating system's synchronization primitives are
typically much simpler and more ecient than those
provided to user-level applications. For example, the
semaphores o ered to applications by System V incur a
large number of system calls and context switches while
simple spin-locks are virtually free [SELT92]. VINO provides a kernel lock manager, accessible for application use.
In its simplest form, the lock manager provides spinlock synchronization on memory locations, requiring kernel intervention only in the case of a contested lock. This
interface is available both to the kernel and to applications.
As the resources being locked become more complex,
so does the locking paradigm. The VINO lock manager
supports general-purpose hierarchical locking [GRAY76].
For example, the le system typically requires locking on
block, le, directory and le system levels. In most kernels, this hierarchy is enforced by convention. In VINO,
it is enforced by design.
We call the levels at which locking may be needed the
containment hierarchy. When a lock is requested from
the lock manager, the manager examines the resource's

5 Fairness
One of the primary jobs of an operating system is to arbitrate and abstract resource access. Some devices, such
as physical memory, are shared and preemptable; others,
such as disk space or a serial port, are not.
Some applications require service guarantees, e.g. an
application displaying real-time video using a double3

containment hierarchy to determine if the lock may be
granted. Applications using the lock manager can de ne
alternate containment hierarchies, and make them available to the lock manager (e.g. a DBMS might create a
logical containment hierarchy of database, relation, tuple,
and eld). Additionally, applications can create new instances of a lock manager that enforces alternate locking
protocols (e.g. alternate deadlock handling, blocking vs.
non-blocking, or new locking modes).
Finally, by integrating the kernel and user level locking
systems, concurrency can be increased. For example, a
DBMS running on a conventional Unix le system may
implement its own lock manager and issue multiple I/O
requests to the same le. Unfortunately, the Unix le system exclusively locks the le during each I/O operation so
that no concurrency is achieved even though the DBMS is
already ensuring the integrity of the operation. In VINO,
since the same lock manager handles both DBMS requests
and I/O requests, locks held by the DBMS are strong
enough to perform I/O and no additional locking is required by the le system.

series of unordered writes, encapsulated in a transaction.
The transaction interface supports the standard
transaction-begin, transaction-commit, and transactionabort operations. It accepts references to appropriate log
and lock manager instances to use for each transaction.
At transaction begin, a new transaction resource is created. This resource references the appropriate log and
lock managers and is referenced by each protected update. Most kernel transactions are protected using a simple shadow-resource scheme with a log residing in mainmemory (either volatile or non-volatile depending on the
resources being protected). The mixing and matching of
logging and locking components enables VINO to support
arbitrarily complex transaction protocols.
Because the implementation of the transaction manager can be incrementally modi ed, di erent transaction
semantics (e.g. as outlined in [BILI94]) can be implemented as needed by applications.

6.4 Memory Management

The VINO memory management system is based on the
ideas of the Mach VM architecture, although its implementation di ers considerably.
A MemoryResource is a collection of pages. As in Mach,
it is backed by a le mapped into memory. It includes
operations to read pages from and write pages to that
backing store. When a page fault takes place, VINO determines which MemoryResource (if any) is assigned to
the virtual memory page containing the faulting address.
A request is made of the MemoryResource, with the address at which to write the requested page.
Unlike a Mach pager, the MemoryResource is entirely
in the kernel; when a page fault occurs (which causes a
trap into the operating system), it is not necessary to
go back across the protection boundary from the kernel
to the user level. Also, the Mach architecture requires
that a new external pager be written for each kind of
behavior needed. VINO allows each MemoryResource to
use as much or as little of the standard implementation
as is appropriate; the application need only override or
augment the operations it wants to change.
The AddressMapResource is patterned after the Mach
object of the same. Each address space has an associated
AddressMapResource, which contains a mapping between
physical pages and virtual memory pages. When VINO
determines that a mapping needs to be removed (either
because of a virtual memory fault, or because the number
of physical pages assigned to the address space is being decreased), it invokes the ChooseVictim operation de ned
on AddressMapResource. By default, ChooseVictim selects the least recently used page, although an application
can replace the implementation of ChooseVictim with the
algorithm of its choice.
Note that, as in Cao's work [CAO94], VINO retains

6.2 Log Management

VINO provides a simple log management facility that is
used by the le system and the transaction system, and
accessible to applications as well.
A log resides on one or more physical devices. It can be
created on a single device, or extended onto a second device (not necessarily of the same type as the rst). For example, a DBMS might request a log that spans both magnetic disk and archive media (e.g. tape or optical disk).
The kernel requests a volatile, in-memory log to support
transactions on ephemeral data, such as process structures
and bu er cache metadata. The le system might request
a log that spans non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) and disk;
le system log records would be written rst to NVRAM
and later written to disk in large, ecient transfers.
The key interface to the log facility is the read/write interface which provides the essential information for writeahead logging (i.e. a write log function that returns a
log sequence number, and a read log function that returns records in log sequence number). It also supports
a synch wal operation for write-ahead log synchronization
and a checkpoint operation for log reclamation and archiving. As logs can expand and contract, the partitioning between log resources and other data resources is not static,
but can change as system demands uctuate.

6.3 Transaction Management

The VINO kernel uses transactions to maintain consistency during updates to multiple related resources (e.g.
a directory and its contents). For example, the carefully
ordered writes of FFS can be reimplemented as a simpler
4

control over the number of mappings allocated to an adIt is our goal that applications that do not take advandress space, but not the mappings themselves. The former tage of VINO's extensibility should run at roughly the
behavior is not under the control of an application (in or- same speed as on a 4.xBSD system.
der to ensure fairness of allocation); the management of
the mappings is delegated to each application.

9 Conclusion

7 Related Work

The VINO architecture is a simple and regular, and meets
our goals of application direction of kernel policy, reusable
Many systems have addressed the need for exibility. kernel tools, and a common interface to all resources.
It is not necessary to de ne a new language in order
Mach [ACET86] allowed the addition of external servers,
to
safely extend kernel behavior; conventional languages
factoring the kernel into replaceable servers. Chorus
can
be used, when combined with a trusted compiler and
[ROZI88] worked to overcome the performance problems
software
protection techniques.
of external servers by allowing them to be developed outWe
believe
that by concentrating on the key ideas of
side the kernel, and then moved into the kernel as a build
extensibility
and
reusability, we will be able to accomplish
option.
our
goals
with
a
minimal
level of distraction.
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Abstract

when the server decides where to cache a le, it can make
this decision using its knowledge of network topology and
Most existing wide-area caching schemes are client initi- the le's access history for even greater network bandated. Decisions on when and where to cache information width savings.
are made without the bene t of the server's global knowledge of the situation. We believe that the server should
play a role in making these caching decisions, and we pro- 2 Motivation
pose geographical push-caching as a way of bringing the
server back into the loop. The World Wide Web is an Preliminary analysis of Web access logs show that a few
excellent example of a wide-area system that will ben- les on each server are responsible for most trac from
e t from geographical push-caching, and we present an that server. Servers can therefore save a great deal of
architecture that allows a Web server to autonomously bandwidth by only worrying about those few les. This
replicate HTML pages.
fact makes server caching feasible since replicating and
distributing les puts a slight load on the server. Analysis also shows that the access pattern for each le is not
geographically
uniform. File requests are often clustered
1 Introduction
geographically which implies that judicious selection of
The World-Wide Web [1] operates for the most part as cache sites can provide excellent bandwidth savings.
a cache-less distributed system. When two neighboring
clients retrieve a document from the same server, the document is sent twice. This is inecient, especially consid- 3 Architecture
ering the ease with which Web browsers allow users to
transfer large multimedia documents.
There are two components to our proposed Web system:
To combat this problem, some Web browsers have be- a modi ed HTTP server and a replication service. The
gun to add local client caches. These prevent the same modi ed server is responsible for tracking geographical
client from transferring the same document twice. Some access information for its les and for accepting and ofnetworks are also beginning to add Web proxies [6, 7] that fering cached replicas of other les. This can be done by
prevent two clients on the same campus network from modifying a proxy server, such as the CERN proxy server
transferring the same document twice.
[6], to accept les for replication using a modi ed POST
The problem with both these schemes is that they are request.
myopic. A client cache does not help a neighboring comThe replication service keeps track of modi ed HTTP
puter, and a campus proxy does not help a neighboring servers that are willing to serve replicated les, the
campus. Furthermore, these caches are usually limited in amount of available free space on each server, and each
size. Disk might be cheap, but as the size of multimedia server's average load. The replication service works with
les increases it will be impossible to cache everything. As the modi ed server to decide where a given le should be
a result these caches will only be able to store the most cached.
popular items even though there is still some demand for
We must minimize the amount of state that each Web
other, less popular items.
server stores for its les, or else we will face scalability
The solution is for clients to share each other's cache problems. We therefore track geographical access inforspace. The degree to which a le is replicated should be mation in a coarse manner. We are currently using states
proportional to that le's global popularity, and clients and countries since these can easily be obtained from netshould retrieve les from the the nearest cache to mini- work addresses.
mize network trac. The server can satisfy both goals
When the demand for a le exceeds a replication threshby deciding when and where to cache les. Furthermore, old, the server replicates it. We are using trace-driven
1

Figure 1: Before le replication takes place: several clients accessing a World Wide Web le on the east coast.
simulation to determine reasonable values for the replication threshold, and we expect it to be dynamic.
The replication service decides where to replicate the
le given its access history. The goal is to pick a server to
cache the le that will minimize the amount of bandwidth
used in the future. We predict this by using the le's
history.
Figure 1 and gure 2 illustrate the replication process
in action. Several clients from across the United States
are accessing a le on an east coast server. The east coast
server replicates the le such that network bandwidth is
minimized, and the le ends up on a west coast server.
The replication service maintains a list of all HTTP
servers willing to replicate les; it must choose one of them
to cache the le. We are considering several algorithms to
determine the optimal cache location. If the service knows
the Internet's topology it can solve the problem by nding
a good solution to the corresponding graph partitioning
problem or max-cut min- ow problem.
If only coarse grained information is available about the
Internet, such as average latency between servers (available from traceroute) a better solution is to iterate over
a representative sample of the available servers, calculating bandwidth savings for each. The service would then
replicate the le on the server that would have reduced
network bandwidth the most.
Once the primary server gives a le to another server
for caching, the primary server forgets about the other

server. The primary server's load will drop as clients begin
to access the le from the new server. Should the primary
server's load climb high enough that it must replicate the
le again, the primary server will choose a di erent server
to cache it on since the access patterns will have changed.
Likewise, if the new server's load climbs high enough such
that it must replicate the le, it will be cached in yet
another place, because the access patterns for the new
server will be very di erent than those for the old server.
There are two issues that must still be addressed for
this scheme: le consistency and resource discovery. A
server may determine that its copy of a le is out of date
by using the get-if-modi ed-since HTTP request. This is
an ecient way to both check consistency and to request
the new le in the event it has been modi ed, but it is
too expensive to use every time a le is requested.
Since weak-consistency should be acceptable for the
Web, we are using a scheme developed for the Alex [4]
le system. With the exception of dynamic pages (these
will be addressed separately) we expect the Web to obey
the same principle as FTP: the older a le is, the less
likely it is to be modi ed. Therefore, the older the le
that an HTTP server is caching, the less frequently the
HTTP server must poll to check if its copy is still up-todate. This is very ecient compared to checking for every
request, and the client will be able to force a poll if it is
essential to use the latest le.
As for resource location, there are several groups work2

Figure 2: After le replication has taken place: the le has been replicated onto a west coast server so as to minimize
network bandwidth.
ing on this problem. Until this problem is solved we are
using a technique proposed by Blaze [2], which we call
the \1-800 technique". Clients \call" the primary server
to ask for the \server nearest you." This is not elegant,
but it works because latency is currently more critical
than bandwidth. The expense of querying a distant server
once is amortized over the many local requests that are
thereby made possible. Eventually there will need to be
a cleaner solution so that all dependence on the original
server can be removed. Otherwise we will face scalability
and reliability problems.

cache dynamic pages, such as those generated by cgi-bin
scripts that are used to create Web pages on the y.

5 Related Work
There is little work on caching in large-scale distributed
systems outside of distributed le systems, since only in
the past few years has the attention of the distributed
systems community turned toward globally distributed
systems such as the World-Wide Web and FTP. Several
groups are working on similar problems, but none that we
know of are working on server-initiated caching. The Harvest system [3] in particular incorporates an object caching
subsystem that provides a hierarchically organized means
for eciently retrieving Internet objects such as FTP and
HTML les.
Blaze [2] has addressed caching in a large-scale system.
His research focused on distributed le systems, but can
be applied to FTP or the Web. Finally, the Alex system
[4] was designed to provide a means of caching FTP les.
Of these three systems, Blaze's design comes closest to our
own since it supports replication when demand becomes
too high, and because it lets clients use any nearby cache.
It does not, however, provide the server with control over
where replicas are placed.

4 Other Applications
Throughout this paper we have referred to HTTP servers
and les. This was for the purposes of clarity, as well
as to provide a focus for our research. We expect our results to be applicable to any wide-area distributed system,
however; not just the World Wide Web. One application
for geographical push-caching that we have in mind is to
replicate not only data les but also services themselves.
A good example would be Archie [5], whose load problems are notorious. If Archie were to be written in a
machine-independent network-service scripting language
(e.g. Tcl [8]), its code could be replicated and cached just
like a Web le. This might also be the answer to how to
3

6 Conclusion

[8] John K. Ousterhout. Tcl: An embeddable command language. In USENIX Conference Proceedings, pages 133{146, Washington, D.C., January 22-26
1990. USENIX.
[9] Nicolas Pioch. Le weblouvre. World-Wide Web. http:
//mistral.enst.fr/ pioch/louvre/louvre.shtml.

We do not believe that geographical push-caching should
replace client-initiated caching. These two techniques address the same problem on two di erent time-scales, and
therefore are complimentary. Client-initiated caching responds quickly to local changes in a le's popularity, but
can not alleviate a global rise in demand. Likewise, serverinitiated caching can not cope very well with sudden, localized jumps in popularity, but is best suited to handling
long-term le request trends.
We close with this reminder of why server-initiated
caching is necessary, taken from the Web home page of
the WebLouvre [9].
Note: Starting end of October 1994, we are currently experiencing severe network problems on
our 256 Kb school Internet connection. Please
be understanding! I am still looking for a site
willing to mirror the WebLouvre exhibit (30 Mb
in all), preferably in the USA.
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Abstract

2 Related Work

Conventional operating systems provide high-level, blackbox services to application programs. If the services do
not t the needs of an application, the application is out of
luck. Applications whose needs might be met by the operating system need to reimplement facilities from scratch.
Instead of providing black-box services, an operating
system should be decomposed into a set of reusable, incrementally extensible components. These components are
used by the kernel to implement its services and can be
reused by applications. If only part of a service is needed
by an application (e.g. the bu er cache from the lesystem), it is available as a separate module. This approach
is taken by the VINO kernel, under development at Harvard University.

Others have examined the need for customizing operating
systems. Kiczales et al. argue that the black-box model
for operating systems hides not only crucial implementation details but crucial policy issues as well [KICZ93];
these policy decisions are not appropriate for all applications.
Anderson argues that the code in the operating systems
should be stripped to a minimum [ANDE92]. The functionality of the operating system would be moved into
the application; the kernel would only be responsible for
arbitrating resource requests. Applications would have
control over policy decisions because the decisions would
be made in application code; services such as le systems
would be developed as application libraries, and could
be reused or circumvented by applications. The Aegis
exo-kernel [ENGL94] follows this approach. In contrast,
VINO leaves services in the kernel, but allows applications
to reuse them in-place.
1 Introduction
The SPIN system [BERS94] is an extensible microkernel that allows applications to add code to the kernel onConventional operating systems provide services such as the- y as spindles. The spindle mechanism allows services
le storage, name management, and caching. As a side- to be constructed that are tailored for a particular applie ect of implementing these services the kernel typically cation. SPIN focuses on adaptability rather than reuse;
implements, but does not export, fast synchronization, although application code can be placed in the kernel (for
simple transaction management, and logging. The in- a performance gain), the SPIN architecture is essentially
terface provided by the kernel allows applications to use that of a conventional microkernel.
the exported services as-is; if the service is not appropriate, the application must implement a replacement from
scratch.
At the application level, object-oriented development
methodologies are all the rage. Toolkits for developing
applications are available for user interface development, 3 Decomposition
database access, document management, and general data
structure manipulation [NEXT93]. These toolkits are An operating system is composed of a set of services.
composed of reusable, extensible, and cooperative mod- Some are normally exported, others hidden. For example,
ules.
the Fast Filesystem [MCKU84] is composed of physical
The operating system should construct its services as storage, a bu er cache, a name service, metadata synchrosuch a toolkit. In order for a system structured this way nization and management, and a recovery tool. In VINO,
to be useful, it needs to be appropriately decomposed and where a larger service can be decomposed into potentially
easily extended. This paper describes the service decom- useful subservices, it is; for example, VINO o ers each of
position and extension mechanism found in the VINO ker- the components of its lesystem as a separate service to
nel, under development at Harvard University.
application programs.
1

3.1 File Manager

Single level locks are not always sucient; a lock manager needs to provide general-purpose hierarchical locking
[GRAY76]. For example, the le system typically allows
locking at the block, le, directory and le system levels;
a relational database management system lock hierarchy
consists of eld, tuple, relation, and database. When a
lock is requested, the lock manager must verify that no
con icting lock is held on any other element in the hierarchy.
In most kernels, the le system locking hierarchy is implicit, buried in the code; a general lock manager must be
able to work with any user-speci ed hierarchy. VINO accomplishes this by allowing an application to de ne a containment hierarchy for the resources being locked. When
a lock request is made, the lock manager examines the
currently allocated locks and the client-speci ed containment hierarchy to determine if the new request can be
granted.
Clients need to be able to specify how the lock manager
behaves in the face of lock contention, e.g. deadlock detection and resolution, blocking or non-blocking requests,
and lock types (read vs. write locks) and lock compatibility (multiple concurrent readers vs. single writer).
Note that by integrating the kernel and user level locking systems, concurrency can be increased. For example, a
DBMS running on a conventional UNIX1 le system may
implement its own lock manager to synchronize database
access, and issue multiple I/O requests to the same le.
Unfortunately, the UNIX le system exclusively locks the
entire le during each I/O operation { no concurrency is
achieved even though the DBMS is already ensuring the
integrity of the operation. With shared lock management,
because the same lock manager handles both DBMS requests and I/O requests, locks held by the DBMS are sufcient to perform I/O; no additional locking is required
by the le system.

The le manager provides the standard Posix-style le
operations to its clients: read, write, seek, append, and
truncate. A le system normally builds this abstraction
on top of a physical disk using the disk; VINO interposes
a volume manager between the le manager and the raw
device. The volume manager arbitrates requests for disk
space to subsystems that require persistent storage. The
use of the volume manager allows the disk to be dynamically partitioned between its clients.
Alternatively, a lesystem can be created and directed
to use a di erent manager for its storage, e.g. a virtual memory based volume (for building a memory-based
lesystem), or a di erent le manager (delegating persistent storage to another lesystem). The latter technique
can be used to build a layered lesystem; a compressed
lesystem would override the default read and write operations and store the compressed data on a le system
that writes its data to a disk.

3.2 Cache Manager

There are several caches in the typical system. The bu er
cache is a cache of recently-used disk blocks; physical
memory holds recently used virtual memory pages. A
cache consists of a function that maps references to cache
entries, a backing store interface, and a replacement policy. By allowing clients to de ne the implementation of
each of these interfaces, the standard cache manager can
be used by VINO for both for the bu er cache and the
VM cache, or by applications managing their own data
caches. For example, a database management system can
manage its client cache by replacing the backing store interface with remote requests to the database server.

3.3 Name Manager

3.5 Log Manager and Recovery Manager

A lesystem normally includes a subsystem that maps a
name to le reference (e.g. an i-node number, NFS le
handle, or vnode pointer). The same code can be used
for other applications that use a hierarchical namespace,
such as a database naming subsystem, the Domain Name
Service, or X11's resource database.

Several new le systems use database-style logging for
improved performance and fast recovery [CHANG90,
CHUT92, KAZAR90, VXFS], but this facility is not exported to applications. Obviously, database management
systems use logging, but many other applications need recovery systems as well. For example, FrameMaker2, vi,
3.4 Locking
news readers such as rn, and email front-end tools all atThe operating system's synchronization primitives are tempt to retain and recover their state in the face of runtypically much simpler and more ecient than those pro- time failure. Recovery code is notoriously complex, and is
vided to user-level applications. For example, obtaining often the subsystem responsible for the largest number of
a semaphore in System V [AT&T] incurs the cost of a system failures [SULL91]. Supporting multiple recovery
system call. This overhead is not usually necessary; if a systems can only reduce total system robustness.
In VINO, a log resides on one or more physical devices.
lock is not contested, a user-level test-and-set instruction
can be used to obtain the lock cheaply. If it is already
1 UNIX is a trademark of X/Open.
2 FrameMaker is a registered trademark of Frame Technology
held, a system call would then be made to enqueue the
Corporation.
lock request [SELT92].
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It can be created on a single device, or extended onto a
second device (not necessarily of the same type as the
rst). A DBMS would request a log that spans both
magnetic disk and archive media (e.g. tape or optical
disk). The kernel would request a volatile, in-memory
log to support transactions on ephemeral data, such as
process structures and bu er cache metadata. The le
system would request a log that spans non-volatile RAM
and disk; le system log records would be written rst
to non-volatile RAM and later written to disk in large,
ecient transfers.
The key interface to the log facility is the read/write
interface that supports write-ahead logging: a write-log
function that returns a unique identi er (a log sequence
number), and a read-log function that returns records in
log sequence order. It also supports a synch-WAL operation to synchronize the log with the data being logged, and
a checkpoint operation for log reclamation and archiving.

be overridden by an application by grafting a new implementation into the kernel. The grafting process uses
sandboxing [WAHBE93] or a similar software fault isolation technique to ensure that user code does not compromise the safety of the kernel. Code is written in a
conventional programming language; unlike other extensible systems (e.g. SPIN [BERS94], Aegis [ENGL94] and
Thor [LISK93]), we have not undertaken the task of de ning a new typesafe language. It is outside the scope of our
project to specify, implement,and support a new language,
and widespread acceptance of new languages in the community, irrespective of their elegance and power, is very
low.
Even with these assurances, user-installed code may not
terminate in a timely fashion. The VINO kernel is multithreaded, and grafted code that runs too long times out.
The grafted code may be ill-behaved and never return to
the application, but only the application itself su ers; no
other process is prevented from making progress.
We must also guard against grafted code obtaining a
critical system lock and not releasing it in a reasonable
amount of time. To handle this, we attach a time-out
to critical locks, and kill a process that does not release
the lock before the time-out. Each piece of grafted code
runs in the context of a lightweight transaction that keeps
track of its allocated resources. If the process terminates,
the corresponding transaction is aborted, and the system
is returned to a consistent state.
Unlike the external servers of Mach [ACET86], grafting
allows small, incremental changes in kernel functionality.
If the page eviction strategy of the system is inappropriate, it can be replaced without writing a new external
pager [MCNAM90].

3.6 Transaction Manager

The kernel uses transactions to maintain consistency during updates to multiple related resources (e.g. a directory
and its contents). For example, when the Fast Filesystem
updates metadata, it carefully orders disk writes to ensure the recoverability of the lesystem. In the context of
a transaction, the order of these writes would be unimportant; the transaction would commit or abort atomically.
The VINO transaction manager supports the standard
transaction-begin, transaction-commit, and transactionabort operations. It accepts references to appropriate log
and lock manager instances to use for each transaction.
At transaction begin, a new transaction resource is created. This resource references the appropriate log and
lock managers and is referenced by each protected update. Most kernel transactions are protected using a simple shadow-resource scheme with a log residing in mainmemory (either volatile or non-volatile, depending on the
resources being protected). The mixing and matching of
logging and locking components enables VINO to support
arbitrarily complex transaction protocols.
The transaction manager includes facilities for constructing extended transactions [BILI94], allowing applications to take advantage of alternative models such as
nested and split-join transactions.

5 Conclusions
Conventional operating systems provide services as black
boxes; where the services do not t the needs of an application, the application is out of luck. Instead of o ering monolithic services, the kernel should be structured
to provide a collection of smaller, reusable, incrementally
extensible tools for application reuse.
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Abstract

2 Current Benchmarks are a Disgrace

File system design, implementation, and performance is a
hot topic in operating systems research, but nearly all the
research in the area revolves around performance numbers
derived from inadequate benchmarks. File system benchmarks su er from lack of scalability, sensitivity to operating system behavior other than the le system, and fundamental misconceptions about what is being measured.
If le system research is to move forward, the community needs robust, scalable, and informative le system
benchmarks. This paper presents some of the aws in
today's le system benchmarks, proposes a set of guidelines for the development of good le system benchmarks,
and discusses approaches to the creation of a compliant
benchmark.

Benchmarks commonly used to measure le system performance today su er from several problems: lack of scalability, use of a single number as a nal result, measurement of I/O performance rather than le system performance, and myopia (an emphasis on incidental implementation e ects that rarely determine typical user performance).
We have examined most of the benchmarks used in recent research papers and will discuss Bonnie, the Andrew
Benchmark, IOStone, and LADDIS (formerly known as
NFSSTONE and NHFSSTONE). We use the weaknesses
of these benchmarks to determine criteria for le system
benchmarks.
Bonnie consists of six micro-benchmarks designed to
measure bottlenecks in the le system [1]. Bonnie measures the disk read/write throughput and random seek
time. The main shortcoming of Bonnie is that it is not
really a le system benchmark, but rather a disk benchmark, and I/O performance cannot be equated with le
system performance. For example, Bonnie gives no indication as to how fast a le system can perform a pathname lookup; it only tells the user how fast the system
can transfer data. Because of these limitations, Bonnie
does not indicate how well a real application will perform
on the system. Bonnie yields the directive: \Thou shalt

1 Introduction
Assuming that the number of publications in an area is
an indication of research interest, le systems and distributed shared memory are among the hottest topics
in operating systems research. The 1991 SOSP conference boasted seven le systems papers out of eighteen,
1993 SOSP boasted three of twenty-one, the 1994 Summer
Usenix twelve out of twenty-seven, and the 1995 Usenix
ten out of twenty-seven.
These papers focus primarily on three issues: distribution, improved performance, and scalability. In order to
argue any of these points, researchers must demonstrate
that the le system under investigation functions correctly, provides adequate (or exceptional) performance,
and satis es the novel claims made. Performance, in particular, is a key challenge for le systems as processor
speeds climb exponentially while I/O speed grows at a
linear rate [9]. Unfortunately, the technology for describing le system performance is woefully inadequate.
This paper critiques the most oft-cited le system
benchmarks and proposes a set of criteria for the establishment of successful le system benchmarks.

measure the le system if thou art reporting le system
performance."

The Andrew Benchmark, originally developed at CMU
to compare AFS to other le systems, uses existing Unix1
utilities to create a directory hierarchy, copy les to that
hierarchy, examine the les, and then compile them [3].
At the time Andrew was developed, it might have stressed
many le systems. However, Andrew has not scaled with
time: Andrew uses a xed-size data set, which is too
small. On most systems today, the entire data set will
t in the bu er cache, which means that after the initial
create and copy, all data requests can be satis ed from the
cache. Furthermore, Andrew's running time is dominated
by the compile phase, which means that Andrew is almost
1

1

Unix is a trademark of X/Open.

3 The Call for a New File System
Benchmark Metric

entirely user CPU bound, rather than either I/O bound
or system CPU bound. As a result, it is unclear what Andrew measures today. Andrew yields the directive: \Thou
shalt make le system benchmarks scalable."

In order to design a good le system benchmark, we need
to de ne a measure of goodness. Chen stated several
goodness criteria for I/O benchmarks [2]. Namely, an I/O
benchmark should be:
 Prescriptive: it should point system designers to possible areas of improvement.
 I/O bound.
 Scalable with advancing technology.
 Comparable between di erent systems.
 General: applicable to a wide variety of workloads.
 Tightly speci ed: no loopholes and clarity in what
needs to be reported.
These measures are exactly those we derive for le system benchmarks. In fact, with the exception of I/Oboundedness, these criteria should probably be applied
to most benchmarking methodologies.
In the case of le system benchmarking, we want to
understand the behavior of each component, e.g., disks,
caches, le system code. If we can isolate the performance
of each component of the le system, then we can identify
descriptive."
areas for improvement. Furthermore, if we can characterThe last benchmark we examine here is LADDIS, which ize an application in terms of these components, we can
is still under development. LADDIS is based on NHFS- determine how well a particular le system will satisfy a
STONE, which is based on NFSSTONE, and is designed particular application's needs. For example, suppose the
to measure the performance of NFS servers [10, 5, 6]. task at hand is to optimize performance of a database
LADDIS has the potential to be a wonderful benchmark - system that stores every record in a separate le. This
for NFS servers. It is scalable in the number of clients and database will undoubtedly perform poorly on le systems
in the load per client, its results must be presented graph- with poor lookup performance.
ically (showing how the performance of a server varies
It is our hope that the methodology that enables us to
with load), and it measures the performance of the server. characterize a le system by its component performance
However, it is limited to NFS, and it does not give a clear can be extended to characterize an operating system by
indication of how to improve system performance since its component performance as well. Such a benchmarking
the only parameter it varies is load on the client. LAD- system would allow us to accurately compare subsystems
DIS yields the directive: \Thou shalt make benchmarks residing in di erent operating systems since we can accuprescriptive."
rately attribute di erences to the correct components.
What we can see is that many of the existing benchmarks have severe limitations: they do not scale, and they
do not measure the le system. As a result, they are not 4 A Better Benchmark
particularly useful and they do not assist researchers in
The self-scaling I/O benchmark developed by Chen [2] fulunderstanding le system performance.
lls the goals stated in the previous section. This benchmark has ve parameters: the size of the overall data set,
the number of processes running concurrently, the average
size of an I/O request (to the nearest block), percentage
of operations that are reads, and percentage of operations
that are sequential (as opposed to random). The benchmark has two phases. It rst nds the focal vector, which
IOStone, developed in 1990 at UC-Davis, is designed to
measure le system performance on a workload based on
Unix le system traces [7, 4] and IBM mainframe traces
[11, 12]. IOStone has three phases: create a le system
hierarchy, read and write the hierarchy, and delete the
hierarchy [8]. Only the read/write phase is measured to
produce one nal result in IOStones per second. IOStone
has many shortcomings. Its le system hierarchy model
is awed: IOstone claims to emulate the workload on a
typical UNIX workstation by creating a model at le
system hierarchy, but real le system hierarchies are rarely
at. Furthermore, in an attempt to remove cache e ects,
it reads large spacer les before the read/write phase of
the benchmark. Unfortunately, the spacer les are xedsize (4 MB), independent of the cache size and therefore
inadequate to ush large caches. The data set is also small
enough to t in almost any bu er cache, which means
that, like Andrew, IOStone is not particularly I/O bound.
The nal shortcoming of IOStone is that it only produces
a single result in IOStones per second. This result can
provide comparative performance information, but it does
not help the user determine what aspects of the system
need to be improved or how to improve them. IOstone
yields the directive: \Thou shalt make benchmark results
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is the set of ve values (one for each parameter) that are
as far as possible from any drastic performance changes in
throughput as a function of that parameter. Intuitively,
the focal points are representative of \typical values," applicable over a wide range of workloads. Once the focal
vector has been identi ed, the benchmark generates ve
graphs: plotting throughput as a function of each parameter with the remaining parameters at their focal point
value. Using these graphs, Chen introduces the idea of
predictive performance. He claims that since the focal
vector is generally applicable, the shape of a graph should
be applicable even when the parameters are not at their
focal values. If a workload can be characterized in terms
of these ve parameters, then the workload performance
is predicted by scaling between the ve graphs.
This benchmark is scalable, tightly speci ed, reproducible, descriptive, and prescriptive - for the I/O system, which does overlap with the le system. Its only
shortcoming for our purposes is that it is I/O system speci c, rather than le system speci c. It does not provide
feedback on any le system component other than disk
performance and bu er cache size, or what parts of the
le system need to be improved.
We are searching for a le system benchmark that fullls the metrics stated above. We are considering two
possible approaches. One approach is to extend Chen's
ideas to le systems, i.e., to nd parameters that are indicative of le system performance, rather than I/O system performance. The main diculty with this approach
is in nding a set of parameters that are as plausibly independent from one another as those Chen uses to model
the I/O subsystem. Without parameter independence, we
lose the ability to predict the performance for a speci c
workload, and therefore the ability to make cross-platform
comparisons as well.
A second approach is to augment Chen's idea with
a trace-based benchmark. If we can gather le system
traces for speci c applications and successfully parameterize them in terms of le system operations, we can
construct a le system benchmark that meets the criteria proposed above. For example, assume that we can
gather le system traces of a target application set (e.g.,
a compiler, word processor, and database system). We
process the traces and derive a parameterized workload,
expressed in terms of the mix of le system operations,
their dependence upon one another, and their interarrival
times. This parameterized workload is then used to drive
the benchmark. The traces are more informative than
simply running the applications because they provide the
ability to obtain timing information for speci c calls. This
benchmark can be scaled by increasing the number of processes, but can also be scaled to di erent processors and
disks by altering the average interarrival time appropriately.

Using the combination of these two di erent parts of the
benchmark, we ful ll all the metrics stated in the previous
section. The adaptation of Chen's ideas gives us a prescriptive benchmark that measures speci c aspects of the
le system, while the trace-based benchmark yields crossplatform comparisons and applicability to a wide variety
of workloads. The trace-based approach is insucient by
itself due to the diculty in separating out the e ects of
the separate components in the le system, and thus is
not prescriptive. Both methods can be made scalable and
tightly speci ed.

5 Conclusion
Existing le system benchmarks are inherently awed in
that they are not very good at measuring the performance
of a le system. We need a new benchmark that not only
gives accurate performance numbers for a le system, but
is also helpful, scalable, and able to be widely used.
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Abstract

mers can quickly and easily evaluate the suitability of different policies using the tracing and simulation tools that
VINO provides.

Operating systems are often criticized for providing xed,
lowest-common-denominator policies that are inappropriate for many classes of applications [6]. VINO, a new
operating system under development at Harvard University, is like other extensible operating systems [1][2] in that
it allows application programs to direct in-kernel policies
through a mechanism called grafting [5]. However, to take
advantage of this service and select or implement e ective
kernel policies, application developers must perform the
non-trivial task of evaluating each new policy. This typically requires accurate simulation and/or tracing. There
has been little research on how to aid programmers in
this task. Many of the proposed solutions [3] rely on specially instrumented operating system kernels and/or simulation modules constructed to analyze a single decision.
In this paper, we propose an in-kernel tracing and simulation mechanism designed to simplify the evaluation of
application speci ed policies.

2 Traces
The kernel is a set of modules with input ports and output
ports connected together. Modules such as the le system,
bu er cache, and device drivers have their ports connected
together, and requests are transported through these connections. This architecture is similar to the use of streams
in UNIX1 . In UNIX, streams facilitate the adaption of
network modules, while in VINO, our architecture supports the adaptation of nearly any module in the system
[4]. For example, the input ports of the physically addressed bu er cache module are connected to the output
port of the le system modules and the output ports are
connected to the disk driver modules. The bu er cache
module accepts requests for a block on a particular disk
and either satis es the request internally using the cached
disk blocks or generates requests to the appropriate disk
driver modules.
VINO provides users with simple methods to alter the
ow of requests between modules. With this facility, users
can easily generate a log of requests made by a particular module by redirecting the ow of requests to both its
original destination and to a le. These logs can then
be used to reproduce a stream of requests that can be fed
into real or simulated kernel modules. In the remainder of
this paper, we refer to the captured input request stream
as a trace and the captured output request stream as a
log.
This tracing facility allows application programmers a
quick and simple way to evaluate policies. For example, we can evaluate di erent bu er cache management
policies by replaying the same trace through the bu er
cache module augmented with di erent policy algorithms,
and counting the number of requests in the bu er cache
log (i.e. counting the number of requests in the output
stream). Because the tracing facility allows the replay of
traces, we can recreate identical workloads for di erent

1 Introduction
Extensible operating systems o er an attractive alternative to applications whose functionality or performance
are thwarted by the rigid kernel policies of conventional
operating systems. However, extensible systems also burden the application with the need for increased decision
making. It is possible for applications to exhibit worse behavior if application speci ed policies are not carefully selected or implemented. VINO simpli es the analysis process by providing in-kernel tracing and simulation tools.
It does so by exploiting the VINO claim that the operating system kernel is a collection of reusable tools.
We structure the kernel to allow users to capture or introduce request streams between two kernel modules, and
reuse existing kernel code to run simulations. Simulation
modules are instances of regular kernel modules except
that they do not a ect any state seen by the rest of the
kernel. For example, the bu er cache simulation module
shares much of the code with the real bu er cache module
including the grafted policy code. Application program-

1
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test runs.

the timing problems associated with the second and third
methods.
The second method is useful when the target applications' behaviors are dicult to reproduce. Many interactive programs fall into this category. For this class of
applications, traces collected from the input port of the
bu er cache module can be used to drive the experiment.
The user must rst run the application interactively to
generate the trace, then while the programmer logs the requests sent from the output port, the trace can be played
back into the input port of the bu er cache module as
many times as needed to evaluate di erent policies. Results obtained using this method are not as accurate as
those obtained using the rst method. In order to properly reproduce the e ects of events that are not directly
triggered by the arrival of the requests, such as the ushing of dirty cache blocks, the trace must be played back
with the exact timing. However, the timing of the request
arrivals are often dependent on the behavior of the bu er
cache. A miss in the bu er cache will delay the arrival
of the next request. Therefore, if the policy being evaluated and the policy used when the trace was collected
are drastically di erent in the eciency, the result may
be inaccurate.
The third method utilizes the simulation module as well
as the tracing facility to provide a convenient way for programmers to perform dynamic evaluation of policies. An
application may periodically collect traces from the input
port of the bu er cache module and use the trace and the
simulator to decide which policy is most appropriate for
the tasks that the application is currently performing. Because a pre-recorded trace is used to drive the simulator,
this method is also subject to the problems with accuracy
of method two. In addition, imperfections in the simulator implementation may introduce additional errors.

3 Simulation
Some modules inside the VINO kernel can be instantiated
as simulation modules freeing programmers from the tasks
of building separate simulators. Simulation modules are
identical to real modules except that they do not modify
the global state. Therefore, simulations can run without
a ecting the rest of the system. Since the simulators and
real modules share much of the code, we do not increase
code size substantially.
Modules that support simulation consist of two logical
set of states: the rst is writable by both the real and
simulation instances of the module and is duplicated for
each instance of such modules, and the other is writable
only by the real instance of the module because the states
are shared system-wide. In case of the bu er cache module, information such as which bu er cache page contains
a particular block of a physical disk falls into the rst
category while the cached data itself falls into the second.
The simulation modules run without a ecting the rest
of the system nor are they a ected by other activities in
the system. This allows the simulators to be run under
many di erent situations. The user can evaluate application speci ed policies by playing back a trace into the
simulation module and logging the output to a le. Unlike using the real modules to evaluate policies, requests
that simulation modules generate are not transmitted to
the rest of the system. The simulations consume less system resources. This makes it feasible for application programmers to develop applications that dynamically alter
the policies that they specify. Such programs may collect
traces as they execute and periodically apply the information gained from tracing to select policies that may
perform better.

4.2 Disk Layout Scheme Evaluation

4 Sample Uses

Disks operate most eciently when accessed sequentially.
Therefore, an ideal disk layout scheme should maximize
the sequential access of the disk and minimize the number
4.1 Bu er Cache Management
and the distance of seeks that is needed to satisfy a given
Using VINO's tracing and simulation facilities, applica- set of requests. We can use the tracing facility to examine
tion programmers can evaluate di erent bu er cache re- the e ectiveness of di erent disk layout scheme.
placement policies using three di erent methods.
One of the diculties in evaluating disk layout scheme
The rst method is to run the target application in a arises from the fact that the disk layout scheme has longcontrolled environment and collect logs from the output term e ect. Unlike the bu er cache management policy,
port of the bu er cache module. Given that the user which can be evaluated by running a short program, it is
is successful in executing the application in a controlled impossible to perform a meaningful evaluation of a disk
environment, the results obtained using this method are layout scheme without aging the le system using the laythe most accurate of the three, since we are only using out policy being examined. The aging process involves
the tracing facility to record what is happening in the subjecting the algorithm to thousands of, if not millions
system: the requests that bu er cache management mod- of le creation, deletion, expansion, and contraction. One
ule receives are generated by a real program and handled can create programs that arti cially age the le system,
by real kernel modules. This method is not subject to but these programs usually fails to capture what really
2

happens in the system under normal use.
[4]
To overcome these problems, the user can log all the
relevant requests that the le system receives over a long
period of time. The trace is then used to age the le
system. The user must make sure that the le system [5]
is in a known and easily reproducible state (e.g. empty)
before the aging process begins.
It is possible to analyze the aged le system statically to [6]
determine how much of the data is laid out sequentially,
but the user should collect traces that re ect common le
reference patterns to perform the evaluation. The use of
these traces helps re ect the fact that the e ectiveness
of the layout policy depends heavily on which les are
frequently accessed and how those les are accessed. The
log of disk requests is collected from the output port of
the bu er cache, and the user can use this log to analyze
the e ectiveness of the layout policy in maximizing the
sequential access and minimizing the seek.

5 Conclusion
We have identi ed that in order for application programmers to take advantage of the kernel extensibility, there
must be mechanisms to allow programmers to quickly and
easily evaluate di erent policies. In-kernel tracing and
simulation is a simple and general solution to this problem and can be implemented without a signi cant increase
in the code size by reusing the code that is already in the
kernel. We do not claim that this new facility will completely do away with the need for specialized tracing and
simulation tools, nor do we advocate turning the operating system into a simulator, but rather, we present this
as one example of how we can take advantage of existing
kernel code to create a useful tool.
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ating systems for over a decade [Stone81], yet little seems
to have changed.
Although database systems have been using logging
to provide atomic updates and fast recovery for decades
[Gray78], it is only in the last ve years that we have
seen the le system community accept logging as an approach for high performance and fast recovery [Ouster89,
Kazar90, Chutani92]. Similarly, database management
systems have long addressed the problems of distributed
access to shared data [Bern81]. Operating systems have
faced the same problem in providing support for distributed le systems and distributed shared memory. Unfortunately, much of the operating system research in
these elds has ignored solutions used by database systems, leading to wasted e ort rediscovering the same solutions (and the same dead ends). While operating systems
have begun adopting some database techniques, they have
done little to address the needs of database systems.
We believe that the time for operating systems researchers and database researchers to work together has
long since passed. If either eld is to move forward, both
must acknowledge the commonality between the two and
learn from the past. We go so far as to argue for a tighter
integration: where database and operating system functionality overlap, they should endeavor to use a common
code base. More fundamentally, as researchers, we must
examine the conventional architectures of each and distinguish the gems from the aws.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides a brief overview of database functionality.
Section 3 describes a uniform interface for resource management in operating systems. In section 4 we show how
a le system might be implemented using this structuring technique. Section 5 provides a brief survey of related
work, and we summarize in section 6.

The fundamental responsibilities of an operating system
are the arbitration of access to shared hardware resources
such as the processor, main memory, and I/O devices
and the provision of a clean layer of abstraction atop
potentially complicated devices. Database management
systems provide the same functionality with respect to
data|they arbitrate access to shared data and they provide simple abstractions to facilitate the manipulation of
this data. Both operating systems and database systems
address issues of synchronization, concurrency control,
bu er management, distribution, and recovery. Despite
this overlap of form and function, databases and operating systems have historically been implemented and researched completely separately, and often compete, rather
than cooperate, for resources. This approach leads to redundancy in implementation and worse performance than
is possible if a more integrated design and research approach is taken.
Operating systems consist of many components that
perform essentially the same task as a database, but each
of these pieces has its own idiosyncratic interface and implementation. The design and structure of operating systems can be simpli ed by using database structuring concepts to implement a uniform interface for resource management. In this paper, we present the VINO Universal
Resource Interface, a general interface for structuring operating systems, and provide examples of its use.

1 Introduction
In simplest terms, both operating systems and database
systems arbitrate access to shared resources. In the case
of an operating system, these resources are typically hardware components: disks, network interfaces, serial lines,
main memory or processors. In the case of database systems, the resources are typically data: les, records, or
objects. Both types of systems perform similar tasks in
managing these resources (e.g., bu er management, synchronization, disk allocation, recovery), yet they rarely
share code to do so. The database community has been
complaining about the lack of database support in oper-

2 What Do Databases Do?
A database management system (DBMS) is a repository
of data. A database used by a bank might include information about all of the accounts at that bank, the names
and addresses of the account holders, and the amount
of money in the accounts. Clients of a database make
1

requests to the database when they wish to read or modify data (modi cations include adding new data, deleting
data, or editing existing data). A database may have
many clients simultaneously issuing requests. In some
cases, these clients may be distributed across a network.
In most cases, modi cations to the state stored by a
data base take place in the context of transactions. Transactions provide four important properties, atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability. Atomicity means that
that the modi cations in each transaction are applied as a
single unit. Either they all are applied to the database, or
none of them are. The consistency property insures that
data in the database is always in a consistent state; transactions are required to take the database from one consistent state to another. Isolation requires that result of
concurrent transactions be indistinguishable from the result of applying the same transactions in some sequential
order. The last property, durability, insures that once a
transaction has been committed, its results are preserved
across system failures [Gray93].
The properties of isolation and consistency require that
some form of locking or concurrency control be applied
to the data residing in a database. Traditionally, this
capability has been provided through the use of locks,
with read locks supporting multiple simultaneous accesses
and write locks prohibiting concurrent access [Gray76].
To speed access to data, most databases index the
stored data items by one or more keys. Given the key, the
database can quickly retrieve the corresponding data object by performing an associative lookup. The exact data
structures and lookup mechanisms used by a database are
transparent to the user, residing behind the abstraction
of records and keys. Frequently, the selection of indexing
structures is tuned to the application and type of data
being accessed. Balanced trees (B-trees) and hash tables
are two of the most common indexing mechanisms.
Another optimization performed by nearly all database
management systems is the bu ering of frequently-used
data in memory to exploit spatial and temporal locality
in the stream of data references. This is similar to the
bu ering implemented in a traditional le system bu er
cache except that databases typically implement more sophisticated page replacement algorithms than the simple
LRU algorithm used by most le system caches [Chou85].

existing objects can be deleted from it. The operating system performs lookup operations to retrieve objects from
the set, and the operating system may modify existing
objects in the set. This model of resource management
is the same as that used by database systems to manage
data objects.
A page table, for example, is simply a collection of physical memory pages indexed by their virtual addresses in
a process address space. When new pages are brought
into memory, new entries are added to the page table.
Similarly, when pages are evicted from memory, entries
are deleted from the page table. Whenever the process
references memory, the virtual address of the reference is
used to perform an associative lookup in the page table,
returning a physical memory page where the desired virtual address is located. In most architectures, this lookup
is expedited by dedicated hardware, such as TLBs.
On a uniprocessor, the database notion of shared versus exclusive access seems to have no analog with respect
to page tables. With only one processor, only one page
can be accessed at a time, and therefore all page accesses
are exclusive. In a parallel or distributed architecture,
however, multiple processors may be using the same page
table and attempting to access the same pages concurrently. In such a system, memory consistency becomes an
important issue, and the processors must be coordinated
with respect to which ones read or write a given memory
page at what point. This problem is exactly analogous
to the problem faced by a DBMS in handling concurrent
requests to read and/or write the same data objects.
Although many di erent operating system facilities require this database model of resource management, each
one is typically implemented independently, resulting in
multiple implementations and interfaces for arbitrating
access to resources. This lack of a common resource management interface limits the opportunities for code re-use,
and, where only a subset of the database resource management interface is implemented, limits operating system
functionality.
VINO [Small94], a new operating system under development at Harvard University, exploits this common
ground between operating systems and database systems.
In VINO, all resources are managed through a Universal Resource Interface (URI). This interface is explicitly
modeled after the resource management techniques used
by database management systems. The VINO URI is imby a set of kernel modules called resource man3 A Universal Resource Interface plemented
agers each of which manages access to a collection of obAn operating system controls many resources that are jects via a set of interface routines. This interface, which
managed in the same manner as the data resources man- is standardized by the URI, has functions to add or delete
aged by a DBMS. Some of these resources are visible to objects, to retrieve objects via an associative lookup on
the users of the operating system (e.g., directories, les), one or more keys, and to return modi ed objects to the
and some are not (e.g., page tables, scheduling queues). resource manager.
Each of these resource types can be viewed as a set of
The VINO URI also includes commands that can be
similar objects. New objects can be added to the set, and
2

used by the transaction service when beginning, committing, and rolling back transactions. For example, rather
than using careful write ordering [Ganger94] or a separate logging facility [Chutani92, Kazar90] to maintain the
integrity of le system meta-data operations, VINO uses
a general purpose transaction mechanism. The degree of
durability conferred by the transaction mechanism may be
tailored to the requirements of the resource manager, in a
manner similar to that used by QuickSilver [Schmuck91].

ing these blocks. Note that only one le manager need
be implemented; individual les are treated as separate
instances of this manager, reusing its code with the appropriate le-speci c data. Reading a le is implemented
by retrieving the blocks at the requested o sets with read
permission. Writing a le is implemented, by modifying
the le blocks at the appropriate o sets.
When a le is extended, new blocks must be allocated to
it. These blocks are added to the le's le manager. The
new blocks are allocated from a storage manager, a resource manager representing a disk partition. When a le
needs to allocate new blocks, it requests the blocks from
the storage manager where the le resides. The blocks
are not returned to the storage manager until the le is
truncated or deleted, preventing blocks from being simultaneously allocated to more than one le.
The URI model also allows us to specify a protocol for
deciding when to grant shared or exclusive access to a
le (i.e., when to allow read and/or write system calls to
overlap). The UNIX Fast File System [McKusick84] does
not permit shared access to les; no more than one read
or write request to a le is serviced at a time. Clearly a
one writer, multiple reader policy would permit greater
le throughput. This more complicated form of locking
is rarely implemented for le systems, however, since the
gains in concurrency are not enough to warrant the e ort
of implementing it. The general-purpose resource management provided by the VINO URI allows code to be
easily shared between resource managers. Thus, it is only
necessary to implement one solution to the readers and
writers problem, which can then be used for managing
any resource where this model of shared access is appropriate.
The division of the le system into separate resource
managers also allows a variety of locking and concurrency
management schemes. The name manager can be used
to prevent con icting read and write operations on the
granularity of entire les. This would prevent an application from reading any part of a le that was concurrently
being written to. If decisions about shared access are left
to the le manager, concurrency can be handled on the
granularity of individual disk blocks.

4 Implementing a File System
A traditional le system exports an interface similar to
that of the universal resource interface. Thus, the le
system makes an excellent introductory example for understanding the VINO URI.
From the user's perspective, all les are objects managed by a resource manager called \the le system." The
creat and unlink system calls correspond to adding and
deleting (respectively) a le object. Reading a le is analogous to retrieving a le (or a part of it) from the le
system for read access. A write operation acquires write
access to the le and updates the le object appropriately.
Filenames serve as keys for referencing les. A le rename operation performs a transaction in which the old
le is deleted, and a new le (with the same contents but
a di erent name) is created. Since this happens in the
context of a transaction, if the system fails during the rename operation, the le will either retain its old name,
or have the new name, but it will be impossible to wind
up in a state where the le has both names, or neither.
While today's le systems also provide this functionality,
they do so using fairly complicated, special-purpose code.
Because transactions are a fundamental part of the
VINO model of resource management, the transaction facility is available to user processes for insuring the integrity le data. This allows a uniform recovery mechanism to be used by applications concerned about data
integrity, such as word processors and source code control
systems.
Although the le system has the outward appearance of
a single resource manager, it is actually implemented as
several distinct but cooperating resource managers. The
le system namespace is implemented by the name manager, a resource manager that manages a collection of
les. File names are used to index the les. File creation
and deletion correspond to requesting an addition to or
deletion from the name manager. The open system call is
implemented by requesting a lookup from the name manager and returning the corresponding le object, with read
and/or write permission, as requested in the open call.
Each le is implemented by a le manager, a resource
manager that manages the set of disk blocks where the
le resides. The le o set is used as a key for retriev-

5 Related Work
VINO borrows from both the database and operating system communities for its design. The Plan 9 operating system [Pres90] has a common interface for accessing most
services. This interface is based on the le system interface found in other operating systems, and is not explicitly
designed to provide resource management.
QuickSilver [Schmuck91] is a microkernel operating system that uses transactions as a fundamental primitive,
however they do not extend the use of this transaction
3

mechanism to applications.
There are a number of le systems [Chutani92,
Chang90] that have incorporated logging to insure the
integrity of their meta-data. Unfortunately these le systems do not export this transaction mechanism to user
applications, or to other parts of the operating system
kernel, which are therefore forced to implement their own
recovery mechanisms.
Inversion [Olson93] is a le system built on top of the
POSTGRES [Stone87] database management system. Inversion provides a transaction-based recovery mechanism
for le data as well as for le system meta-data. It also
allows users to de ne new les types and functions for operating on them. Users of Inversion can use the underlying
database to issue queries on the le system's contents and
meta-data.
VINO is not unique in separating naming from the le
storage service. The Amoeba operating system [Mullen90]
also divides traditional le system functionality along
these lines, providing a directory service that maps names
to capabilities for le objects. The le objects are managed by a separate service called the bullet service.
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6 Conclusion
Traditional databases and operating systems use a variety of similar techniques for solving resource management
problems. Over time, databases have evolved a uniform
model for manipulating the range of resources they need
to manage. Operating systems, in contrast, still use a
variety of ad hoc mechanisms and interfaces for resource
management. We feel that the access method model for
resource management developed for use in databases is
also appropriate for operating system resource management.
The VINO operating system is designed to explore
this common ground between operating systems and
databases. The VINO Universal Resource Interface provides a uniform interface for resource management modeled after the access methods used by databases.
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